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Context-Aware QoE Modelling, Measurement
and Prediction in Mobile Computing Systems
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Abstract—Quality of Experience (QoE) as an aggregate of Quality of Service (QoS) and human user-related metrics will be the
key success factor for current and future mobile computing systems. QoE measurement and prediction are complex tasks as they
may involve a large parameter space such as location, delay, jitter, packet loss and user satisfaction just to name a few. These
tasks necessitate the development of practical context-aware QoE models that efficiently determine relationships between user
context and QoE parameters. In this paper, we propose, develop and validate a novel decision-theoretic approach called CaQoEM
for QoE modelling, measurement and prediction. We address the challenge of QoE measurement and prediction where each QoE
parameter can be measured on a different scale and may involve different units of measurement. CaQoEM is context-aware and uses
Bayesian networks and utility theory to measure and predict users’ QoE under uncertainty. We validate CaQoEM using extensive
experimentation, user studies and simulations. The results soundly demonstrate that CaQoEM correctly measures range-defined QoE
using a bipolar scale. For QoE prediction, an overall accuracy of 98.93% was achieved using 10-fold cross validation in multiple diverse
network conditions such as vertical handoffs, wireless signal fading and wireless network congestion.

Index Terms—Bayesian networks, context-awareness, decision theory, quality of experience, simulations, prototyping, user tests.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In mobile and pervasive computing environments, un-
derstanding and measuring users’ quality of experience
(QoE) is an important and challenging task [17], [22],
[41], [8]. There are several stakeholders who are inter-
ested in understanding what users think and perceive
about the services being provided to them in terms
of new products and applications [8]. For example,
telecommunications operators want to understand how
to minimize network churn by providing better services
to the users. On the other hand, network engineers
require the knowledge about underlying network con-
ditions affecting users’ QoE for user-centric network
optimization.

Users’ QoE about a particular technology, network ser-
vice or an application depends on their expectations, on
their cognitive, psychological and behavioural states and
network parameters which vary with time and under
different context and situations [17], [22], [12], [8]. For
example, Jumisko-Pyykkö and Hannuksela [21] shows
that users’ QoE may differ in laboratory and real-life
user environments. It is widely assumed [29], [17], [41],
[21] that by maximizing network QoS (e.g., increasing
network bandwidth and/or increasing wireless signal
strength) or by reducing the cost of services, users will
be satisfied with the services provided to them. It is
argued by [17], [22], [41], [21] that QoS provided by
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the operators may not correlate well with users’ QoE.
For example, consider a statement posted on the Apple
forum:1

Example: “I am having the same issues as everyone
else...Phone shows 5 bars on "4G." Makes calls and texts just
fine but no imessage or internet (safari as well as any other
apps that require connectivity). Right now the two things I
have noticed are that I’m more likely to have it work late at
night (11pm-2am) and more likely to have it work when I’m
outdoors. Most of my problems are experienced while at work
(9am-6pm) and when I leave work it tends to work for a while
(lunch break, errands) but not always. I did try turning off
all the ’System Services’ under ’Location services’ and have
not noticed any difference in my phone’s behavior.”

This example shows that positive user experience may
not be guaranteed even with 4G networks. In this paper,
we argue that QoE is a broader construct which encom-
passes QoS parameters along with user related factors
such as their behavioural, cognitive and psychological
states along with the context in which these products and
services are provided to them. These factors determine
their overall QoE related to a particular application
or service. In mobile computing environments, users’
behaviour is dynamic as they use applications or services
in different scenarios. Thus, for QoE measurement and
prediction, it is important to consider parameters related
to users, their device(s) and environment along with
network QoS. For example, information such as user’s
moods, screen size, social context, activities and packet
loss. Thus, based on broad features of QoE, we define it
as:

1. https://discussions.apple.com/thread/3437795?start=180&
tstart=0. Retrieved 11/07/12.
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Definition 1. “Quality of experience (QoE) is a metric
that depends on the underlying QoS along with a person’s
preferences towards a particular object or service where his/her
preferences are defined by his/her personal attributes related
to expectations, experiences, behaviour, cognitive abilities,
object’s attributes and the environment surrounding that
person”.!

Context is any information that assists in determining a
situation(s) related to a user, network or device [13]. For
example, from GPS coordinates, user-related situation
can be inferred as: “user is at work”. From delay of 50 ms
and packet losses of 0%, network-related situation can be
determined as “network is not congested”. We consider
context as any information that assists in determining users’
QoE. Context can be static and dynamic. Static context
does not change often, while dynamic context changes
over a period of time and is difficult to predict. Static
context may include user’s application preferences, their
security requirements and cost. In real-life environments,
context can be highly dynamic and stochastic i.e., it can
change in a very short period of time and is uncertain; it
can be imperfect; it can exhibit a range of temporal char-
acteristics; it can have several alternative representations;
it can be interrelated; it can be distributed; and it may not
be available at a particular time [7]. The timely collection
and processing of context may be crucial as it may loose
its accuracy. Dynamic context may include user location,
velocity, network load, battery power, memory/CPU
utilization, presence and signal to noise ratio. We see
QoE as a function of context attributes (represented as a
vector). This function is written as:

QoE = f(context vector) (1)

Table 1 shows several context attributes that may
assist in QoE measurement and prediction. Studying
these attributes together and understanding their effects
on each other is a highly complex task [8], [41], [37] as
they may contain hidden inter-dependencies and non-
linear relationships. There is a need to develop QoE mea-
surement and prediction models that consider several
attributes (both subjective and objective) under differ-
ent situations related to a user, device, application and
network to measure and predict QoE [8], [41], possibly
on a single scale [8]. Once developed, these QoE models
may benefit stakeholders such as network operators to
minimize network churn and thereby maximizing their
revenues. These models can also be used to provide
users with personalized services and applications on
their mobile devices.

Recently, several researchers [41], [37], [35], [38], [21],
[18], [12], [22], [8], [24] considered the challenges as-
sociated with QoE measurement and prediction. How-
ever, they do not deal with the challenge of building a
practical context-aware QoE model that models several
context attributes and QoE parameters for efficient QoE
measurement and prediction. Also, the challenge of QoE
measurement on a single scale by combining various

QoE parameters is not addressed. Current approaches
do not deal with the problem of imprecision in QoE
measurement due to inherent uncertainty caused by
scarce data or other uncontrollable factors prevalent in
mobile computing environments. We assert that these
challenges are not mutually exclusive and should be
considered together to realize efficient methods for QoE
measurement and prediction.

1.1 Our Contributions
In this paper, we propose, develop and validate a novel
Context-aware approach for Quality of Experience mod-
elling, Measurement and prediction (CaQoEM). In par-
ticular, our contributions are two-fold.

1) We propose, develop and validate a context-aware
method for QoE modelling based on context spaces
model (CSM) [31] and Bayesian networks [36], [19].
Our method considers several context attributes
and QoE parameters. It provides a simple and
efficient way to determine relationships between
these attributes as well as parameters to measure
and predict users’ QoE.

2) We propose, develop and validate a context-aware,
decision-theoretic method for QoE measurement
and prediction under uncertainty on a single scale.
We validate CaQoEM using a number of case
studies. We developed a prototype and performed
a number of subjective tests. Finally, numerical
analysis using extensive simulations in OPNET [3]
was performed. We show that CaQoEM predicts
users’ QoE with high accuracy of 98.93% under
multiple diverse network conditions prevalent in
mobile computing systems.

CaQoEM is a novel, extensible and a unifying ap-
proach to consider the challenge of context-aware QoE
modelling, measurement and prediction. This paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work.
Section 3 presents our proposed approach. Section 4
presents results analysis and finally, section 5 presents
the conclusion and future work.

2 RELATED WORK
Quality of experience (QoE) measurement techniques
can be classified into subjective and objective [8], [12],
[41], [38]. Subjective measurements mainly consider di-
rect data collection from end users [12], [8]. For example,
asking a user to rate the quality of multimedia stream for
applications such as VoIP [26] and IPTV [21]. However,
there are several problems that arise while considering
subjective tests. These tests can be too expensive and
time consuming to be performed in a university or even
in a small industry environment [38], [8], [26]. Hence,
these tests are mainly limited to major telecommuni-
cation operators. The standardization bodies such as
the ITU-T in its ITU-T P.800 recommendation [30] have
defined methods to measure users’ subjective quality
based on a score called the mean opinion score (MOS).
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Several researchers [16], [18], [8], [25] noted problems
while adhering to the ITU-T P.800 recommendation for
conducting subjective tests. For instance, the major prob-
lem while considering MOS as a QoE metric is that it
considers arithmetic computation involving user ratings.
We assert that arithmetic operations such as computing
mean and standard deviation cannot be applied on sub-
jective ratings as these ratings are categorical in nature.
The human test subjects ranks the alternatives (e.g.,
“excellent” and “fair”) on the categorical/ordinal scale
where the distance between these alternatives cannot be
known [16], [18], [8], [25]. Thus, the methods involving
MOS as a metric will also be inappropriate [16], [27],
[25]. Mu et al. [27] show that in case of subjective
tests, normality of collected data (user ratings) cannot be
verified. Further, due to the subjective nature of users’
ratings, parametric statistical models cannot be applied
for QoE measurement and prediction. Hence, techniques
involving ordinary regression analysis will also be in-
valid. The authors point out that the conditions for valid
statistical tests are rarely verified and documented by
computer science researchers. Nonetheless, MOS is the
most widely used method to assess subjective ratings in
both industry and academia.

Takahashi et al. [38] argued for developing objective
methods to predict subjective quality for multimedia
applications. Objective tests can be considered as a
cheaper means for quality assessment and prediction as
test subjects (users) are not required for QoE measure-
ment. Telecommunication systems research in the past
has used objective methods to assess VoIP call quality
without user intervention. However, these methods, for
example, the ITU-T E-Model [14] are hard to model and
develop due to large parameter space which causes less
accuracy in quality assessment. Further, most of the ob-
jective methods were developed under strict laboratory
environments and with a limited number of objective
and subjective parameters such as delay, jitter, packet
loss, and bandwidth. Authors in [26] show that evalu-
ating and extending the objective methods such as the
ITU-T E-Model [14] is challenging as it involves several
dependent and independent parameters. In case any
changes are made to the current model, new subjective
tests will have to be performed and new mathematical
models will have to be developed [8].

To alleviate such problems, Menkovski et al. [24] and
Rubino, Tirilly and Varela [35] proposed artificial intelli-
gence (AI)-based methods for QoE prediction. However,
in case of scarce and sparse data, methods such as [24]
may fail as they simply consider classification accuracy
as a metric for evaluation. For example, consider a case
where six users out of ten gave ’5’ as a rating and the
remaining four users gave ’4’ as a rating to VoIP call
quality. In this case, [24] will select QoE as ’5’ with
probability of 0.60. This is incorrect as it ignore ratings
of other four users.

These methods may not give accurate QoE estimations
in real-life environments as users’ QoE is also dependent

on other context attributes related to their expectations
[37], [22], [25] and their behavioural and psychological
states [41]. Moor et al. [12] argues for a multi-disciplinary
approach for QoE measurement and prediction. Their
approach involves living-labs testing where QoE mea-
surements are done through the use of software tools
in realistic user test environments. Jumisko et al. [21]
conducted a study from mobile IPTV perspective in
living-labs setting. Their results show much lower error
rates in users’ QoE ratings in case of the realistic test
environments as compared to the laboratory settings.
However, the problem with QoE measurement and pre-
diction in real-life environments is that most of the
parameters are uncontrollable. Further, users’ behaviour
and network conditions can be dynamic and uncertain.

Brooks and Hestnes [8] stress the need to consider
a combination of a number subjective and objective
parameters to determine QoE on a single scale. How-
ever, we gather that there is a death of methods, both
subjective and objective, that consider the problem of
QoE measurement and prediction on a single scale by
considering several QoE parameters. From the state-of-
the-art, we identified the following challenges for QoE
measurement and prediction:

1) Context-aware QoE modelling: QoE measurement
and prediction may involve a large parameter
space comprising of several context attributes and
QoE parameters as shown in Fig. 13. There can be N
context attributes affecting M QoE parameters. Fur-
ther, M QoE parameters can affect each other. Thus,
selecting relevant context attributes and QoE pa-
rameters and finding relationships between them
can be challenging. These relationships are usually
non-linear and hard to quantify. This necessitates
the development of novel QoE modelling tech-
niques that model several context attributes and
QoE parameters efficiently. Contrary to QoE mod-
els presented in [11], [22], [23], the new QoE models
should not only be conceptual, but should also
transcend to solving the challenges associated with
QoE measurement and prediction. For example,
rather than simply classifying and representing the
parameters, QoE models should directly be used
for QoE measurement and prediction.

2) Context-aware QoE measurement and prediction:
The challenge of QoE measurement and predic-
tion involving multiple context attributes and QoE
parameters is not well addressed. Each QoE pa-
rameter can be measured on a different scale and
may involve different units of measurement [8],
[25]. These scales can be qualitative or quantitative.
For example, QoE parameter “user satisfaction”
is measured using an ordinal (qualitative) scale
involving ratings 1 to 5 or 1 to 9. Thus, determining
QoE based on different types of scale and/or dif-
ferent units of measurement remains a challenging
task. Further, current methods do not explicitly
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deal with the problem of imprecision in QoE mea-
surement and prediction due to uncertainty caused
by scarce and sparse data or other uncontrollable
factors prevalent in both laboratory and real-life
environments.

In the next section, we address the aforementioned
challenges and present our approach, CaQoEM for QoE
modelling, measurement and prediction.

3 CAQOEM: CONTEXT-AWARE QUALITY OF
EXPERIENCE MEASUREMENT AND PREDICTION
IN MOBILE COMPUTING SCENARIOS

This section presents our approach for context-aware
QoE modelling, measurement and prediction. Our high-
level approach is presented in Fig. 1. Firstly, context
attribute values pertaining to bandwidth, user satisfac-
tion, screen size and people nearby are collected from
the network, user, device and the user’s surrounding
environment. Secondly, context modelling is performed
on these attributes using techniques such as Bayesian
networks (BNs) [36], [19]. Lastly, QoE is inferred and
measurement using a decision-theoretic approach com-
prising of BNs, utility theory [39] and a bipolar scale.
The measured QoE is presented to the stakeholders for
further analysis and use.

3.1 Context Modelling for Quality of Experience In-
ference using Bayesian Networks
We extend the context spaces model (CSM) [31] and use
Bayesian Networks (BNs) for modelling context infor-
mation. The motivation behind CSM is to represent and
reason about real-life situations related to users or ap-
plications in a naturalistic manner. It provides a method
to deal with conflicting information and to reason about
situations in uncertain conditions. The concept is similar
to BNs where the information is collected and is used
to infer certain hypotheses probabilistically. In CSM, as
shown in Fig. 2, situations are determined from raw
context attribute values collected from sensors such as
GPS and QoS probes. The raw context values are first
used to infer context states which are fused to determine
an overall situation. There are three important concepts
in CSM:

Definition 2. A context attribute is the data element at
time t that is used to infer a situation(s). It is represented
as ati. Primary context attributes are related to physi-
cal and virtual sensors such as GPS to collect location
coordinates and signal strength measurement by the
operating system. Secondary context attribute requires
assistance of primary context attribute(s) to determine its
value. For example, user’s mood context attribute value
can be determined using primary context attributes such
as heart rate and location (see Fig. 13) !

Research areas such as Affective Computing and Hu-
man Computer Interaction deal with the inference of
users’ mood. For example, [32], [34] show that different

types of moods and emotions can be inferred using
both physiological (blood pressure and heart rate) as
well as other context attributes such as location, activity
and voice. These primary context attributes can also be
incorporated within our research to determine mood as
a secondary context attribute.

Definition 3. A context state refers to the current state
of a user, application, network or device being modelled
at time t based on the context attributes. It is represented
as St

i = (at1, . . . , atn) where n ∈ N represents nth context
attribute. For example, consider a VoIP application ex-
periencing the delay (ati) of 20 ms and 0% packet loss
(atj). The resultant mean opinion score (MOS) calculated
using the E-Model [14] would be above 4 (out of 5).
Thus, context state, user satisfaction (St

i ) is “very good”.
If the application is used by a user at his/her home,
another context attribute, location (atk) can be added to
the context state to infer a different situation2

Definition 4. A situation space (R) reflects a real-life
situation. It is a collection of regions of attribute values
corresponding to a predefined situation. It is denoted
as a set Rt = {CR

1 , . . . , CR
n } and ati ∈ CR

i where CR
i

represents a set of context attributes taking numerical
or non-numerical values in an acceptable range. For
example, context attribute, delay (atdelay), can take a
value in the range of 0 to 150 for context state “user
satisfaction is excellent”. On the other hand, atdelay takes
a value within the range 450 to ∞ for context state “user
satisfaction is poor”. Situations can be defined for users
such as “users’ overall QoE is fair” or for the network
such as “a network is congested”.!

To design an experiment for QoE measurement, stake-
holders can think about context attributes such as
atlocation, atdelay and atpacketloss that affect context states
such as St

US and St
TA and possibly, the overall situa-

tion Rt
QoE . To reason about situations, several machine

learning techniques such as Bayesian networks (BNs),
fuzzy logic theory (FLT) and Decision Trees (DTs) can
be applied. For QoE measurement, we need to deal with
users’ subjective ratings reflecting their behaviour and
expectations. Thus, it is imperative to choose techniques
that provide naturalistic way of thinking, representing
and reasoning about situations such that it is easier for
the stakeholders to model, measure and predict users’
QoE.

In this paper, we consider BNs as they can learn
efficiently from user ratings and can deal with uncer-
tainty caused by scarce and sparse data. Further, BNs
can handle both numerical and non numerical data.
Unlike DTs [24] and random neural networks (RNNs)
[35], BNs can incorporate experts knowledge in the form
of domain knowledge. Compared to FLT, BNs do not
require formulation of explicit rules to reason about
situations. BNs can be extended to dynamic Bayesian

2. For the sake of clarity, we use the notations such a atdelay and
atlocation to represent context attributes instead of using indices such as
i, j and k. Similarly, a context state “user satisfaction” and “technology
acceptance” can be written as St

US and St
TA instead of St

i and St
j .
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networks (DBNs) to reason about situations over time.
Last but not the least, BNs can be used with utility theory
to make decisions under uncertainty [19], [36]. We now
show that BNs can be used to model human behaviour
effectively in uncertain mobile computing scenarios and
can be used for QoE measurement and prediction. A BN
is defined as follows:

Definition 5. A Bayesian network (BN) is a directed
acyclic graph (DAG) where, random variables form the
nodes of a network. The directed links between nodes
form the causal relationships. The direction of a link from
X to Y means that X is the parent of Y. Any entry in
the network can be calculated using the joint probability
distribution (JPD) denoted as [36]:

P (xi, ..., xn) =
n!

i=1

P (xi|Parents(Xi)) ! (2)

where, parents nodes Xi , is the parent of node xi. Fig.
3 gives the BN representation of the CSM [31] shown
previously in Fig. 2. As can be seen in Fig. 3, there is a
strong resemblance between CSM and our BN i.e., the
concepts of CSM such as context attributes, context states
and situations are represented as a DAG. This model
presents a rich description of how context attributes
are related to context states which are subsequently
related to the situations. This can be seen as causal model
where the arcs from context attributes to context states
represent their effect on the context states. Also, the arcs
from context states to the situations suggest that they
cause a particular situation to occur. It can be appreciated
that N number of context states and attributes can be
added to this BN. This is beneficial when multiple QoE
related context states need to be inferred together.

Fig. 4 shows a simple BN for QoE inference and pre-
diction. At the lowest level, values for context attributes
such as bandwidth (atbandwidth) and location (atlocation)
are collected. At the intermediate level, context states
such as technology acceptance (St

TA) and user satisfac-
tion (St

US) are inferred. These states are represented as
“hidden nodes” as we do not observe users’ intention
directly [42]. The top-most state is the situation (Rt

QoE)
which is also a hidden node. It is used to determine
the overall QoE situation of users and is dependent on
context states below it. There are several other possible
ways of constructing a BN such as a naive Bayes model
or a more complex model built on causality [19], [36]. It
is worth mentioning here that causal relations between
the nodes of a BN may sometimes be difficult to defined
by stakeholders. One test to check whether two nodes
(say, node A and node B) are related is: if someone fixes
the state of a node A, and if that does not change the
belief of node B then, A is not a cause of B [19]. For
example, let us consider a context attribute atdelay and a
context state St

US . If a change occurs in the value of atdelay
and it causes some changes in beliefs of St

US , it means
both nodes are related otherwise they are not. For the
sake of brevity, we do not discuss creating various BNs

in this paper. Interested readers can refer to [19], [36] for
thorough discussion on this topic.

Each discrete node in a BN has a conditional probabil-
ity table (CPT). In case of continuous nodes, conditional
probability distribution (CPD) is defined. Usually Gaus-
sian distribution is considered but any other distribution
can be considered [36]. The CPTs can be learnt from the
data or can be defined subjectively by the field/domain
experts. In some cases, setting of CPTs may be quite chal-
lenging even if robust statistical models are present. In
such cases, the maximum entropy methods can be used
with BNs to assist experts in fitting the CPTs in a BN
more precisely [40]. Stakeholders can also use structural
learning algorithms such as structural expectation max-
imization and Markov chain Monte Carlo [28], [36] to
create a BN which will reflect the relationships between
context attributes, context states and the situation. For
now, let us simply assume the model shown in Fig. 4.
We will show in section 4 that a simple model can be
used to infer and predict QoE situations with accuracy
greater than 95%.

As discussed previously, there can be N context at-
tributes belonging to M QoE states. Using Eq. 2, context
attributes such as atbandwidth and atlocation can be used
to infer context states St

US and St
TA. Similarly, M con-

text states can be inferred simultaneously without the
need for a precise mathematical model. Once we have
inferred all context states, these can be fused together
to determine the overall QoE. By fusing, we mean to
determine the probability distribution of QoE states and
then computing a numerical value that determines the
overall QoE. As our aim is to determine QoE on a single
scale based on multiple QoE states, such as St

US and St
TA,

it is important to map these states onto an objective func-
tion based on the requirements of stakeholders. Once
we have determined the hypotheses of multiple QoE
states, we need to determine what they actually mean
together. For example, if “user satisfaction” in terms of
call quality is “good” while the user is “not willing to
accept the technology”, what does this statement mean?
One situation can be that “user is not happy with the
overall QoE being offered to him/her”. This arises the
challenging task of correctly determining an overall QoE
situation. Even with this simple example, we can realize
the complexity of making a correct decision. We gather
that there is inherent uncertainty associated with: a.) de-
termining the hypotheses of each QoE state. For this we
use BNs; and b.) in making an overall decision regarding
QoE. For this, we use decision-theory [36], [39]. In the
next section, we discuss our decision-theoretic approach
for QoE measurement and prediction.

3.2 Bayesian Networks and Utility Theory for Quality
of Experience Measurement
This section presents CaQoEM for QoE measurement
and prediction. Fig. 5. shows our overall approach. At
the lowest level, values for context attributes such as
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atpacketloss and atlocation are collected. At the intermediate
level, context states such as St

US and St
TA are probabilisti-

cally inferred. As we aim to find a single numerical value
to measure the overall QoE, utility value (utility nodes
are shown as diamond nodes) for each context state is
computed. These utility values are added as a linear
weighted sum to determine a single scalar value. This
scalar value is mapped to an interval scale to determine
the overall QoE situation (Rt

QoE).
In CaQoEM, each QoE parameter is represented as a

context state in a BN (see Figs. 4 and 5). Firstly, using a
BN, stakeholders can infer the probability of hypothesis
pertaining to each alternative. For example, P (St

US =
“excellent”) = 0.90 and P (St

US = “very good”) = 0.10.
Then using utility theory, a single scalar value (expected
utility (EU)) is determined. We assert that QoE measure-
ment using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) hypothesis
may be incorrect, especially when the data is both scarce
and sparse as this may lead to classification errors. For
example, consider a case where P (St

US = “excellent”) =
0.51 and P (St

US = “very good”) = 0.49. The BN inference
considering MAP will classify the St

US as “excellent”
which can be incorrect as we have ignored users who
have selected “very good” as the outcome. This neces-
sitates the need to consider all possible outcomes. In
this section, we will discuss how we can deal with this
problem by incorporating utility theory [39] along with
BNs to correctly infer and measure the overall QoE.

The idea is to derive a scalar value for each context
state such as St

SA and St
TA. Later, these context states

can be fused together mathematically to determine the
overall QoE situation (Rt

QoE). The idea of deriving scalar
values for each context state solves two problems re-
garding QoE measurement. Firstly, it makes it possible to
perform mathematical operations such as taking a mean
or standard deviation. These mathematical operations
cannot be applied directly in most of the QoE measure-
ment techniques where rank ordered scales such as the
Likert and absolute category scales (ACR) are considered
[16], [18], [25], [27]. Lastly, using these scalar values, we
have a chance to deal with imprecision and uncertainty
as we get a finer control to map these values according
to any scale we like.

It is important to understand that when human sub-
jects give a rating regarding their QoE, they usually
prefer one outcome over another. For example, on a 5-
point Likert scale, users give a rating of ’5’ for “excellent”
and ’1’ for “poor”. Thus, users prefer one outcome
over another and try to give maximum value to best
alternative on the scale. Thus, we can directly use the
principle of maximum expected utility (MEU) [39], [36]
to derive the scalar value for each context state. The
MEU principle states that a rational agent (users) should
choose an action (give rating) that maximizes the agent’s
expected utility (of each context state such as St

US) [39].
To measure the overall QoE on a single scale based on
several QoE states, we define a global utility function
(GU(QoE)) which can encompass in a generic way all

context attributes and states.
Based on decision theory [36], [19], we define the

alternatives (a ∈ A), hypotheses (h ∈ H) and evidence
variables (e). P (•) represents the belief of an agent in
a hypothesis and U(•) encodes the preference on the
numerical scale. For St

i , h and each alternative a, we
have a U(h, P (h)) describing the utility of h if it belongs
to context state, St

i . Based on this, the expected utility
for an individual QoE state (St

i ) is computed as:

EU(St
i ) =

"

h∈H

U(h)P (h) (3)

Once the utility for each QoE state is computed using Eq.
3, we need to map this utility value on a scale to select an
alternative, a. This alternative is the QoE for that state.
Since we are dealing with human judgements in the form
of subjective ratings, we need to consider a proper scale
of measurement. Typical scales for this purpose include
the ordinal or interval scale [16], [8]. Dealing with an in-
terval scale in case of human judgements can be difficult
therefore, ordinal scale is mostly used [16]. For example,
ITU-T P.800 recommendation [30] considers the ordinal
scale for conducting subjective tests. This scale ranks the
alternatives on the scale therefore, arithmetic operations
such as computing average and standard deviation can-
not be applied [8], [25], [27], as discussed previously. To
solve this problem, we propose to use a bipolar scale
to convert qualitative attributes (QoE) into an interval
scale [16]. This conversion is performed by using linear
scale transformation (discussed below). For it’s proper
calibration, we propose to use the end-points method
where the maximum value (’5’ as “excellent”) is assigned
as ’1’ and the minimum value (’1’ as “poor”) is assigned
as ’0’. The midpoint, ‘0.50’ is used for calibration since it
is the breakpoint between favourable (i.e., better than
average values) and unfavourable values (i.e., below
average values).

The challenge here is to map the so called qualitative
alternatives such as “excellent”, “very good”, “good”,
“fair” and “poor” to an interval scale. As these alterna-
tives are qualitative, we need to carefully assign them to
the intervals on the scale. For example, “excellent” can
be assigned to values greater than 0.8751 and “poor”
can be assigned values in the range: [0:0.1250]. Similarly,
“fair” can be assigned the range: [0.1251:0.3750], “good”
can be assigned the range: [0.3751:0.6250] and finally,
“very good” can be assigned the range: [0.6251:0.8750]
as shown in Fig. 6. Once these alternatives are mapped
onto the intervals, it is easy to perform mathematical op-
erations [16], [8], [25] such as addition and multiplication
to determine the context states and QoE situation.

To compute the expected utility for each context state,
we assign a utility value to each hypothesis of the
context state “user satisfaction” and “technology accep-
tance”. We consider five hypotheses in relation to the
five alternatives (on the ordinal scale) for each QoE
state. These are: “excellent (5)”, “very good (4)”, “good
(3)”, “fair (2)” and “poor (1)”. We performed linear
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scale transformation such that the best alternative gets
’1’ and the worst alternative gets ’0’ using Eq. 4 i.e.,
U(St

i = “excellent”) = 1 and U(St
i = “poor”) = 0.

Similarly, utility values: ’0.75’, ’0.50’ and ’0.25’, can be
computed for other alternatives “very good”, “good”,
“fair”, respectively. Eq. 4 can be written as:

U(a) =
V (a)− V (amin)

V (amax)− V (amin)
(4)

where U(a) represents the utility value of the alterna-
tives. V (a) represents the value of the alternative. For
example, “excellent” = 5, “very good” = 4, “good” = 3,
“fair” = 2 and “poor” = 0. amax and amin represents the
maximum (5) and minimum (1) values, respectively.

Once P(h) and U(a) are determined, the EU for each
state is computed using Eq. 3. The EU will always fall
within 0 and 1. This enables us to deal with uncertainty
regarding QoE choices precisely as we show later in
an example. The EU is mapped on the interval scale
to determine the QoE of the states. For example, if
EU(St

US) = 0.8995 (see Fig. 6), it means that St
US =

“excellent”. The idea to map the utilities is based on the
fact that users tend to give high rating with increasing
number and lower rating with decreasing number as in
the MEU principal we discussed earlier. These context
states are then fused together to determine the overall
situation of QoE (Rt

QoE) of users which is a global utility.
We consider a global utility which comprises several

QoE states such as “user satisfaction” and “technology
acceptance”. There can be N QoE states affecting overall
QoE of users. Thus, to determine the overall QoE, we
consider a global utility GU(QoE) which is computed
using the linear weighted sum of multiple QoE states. It
can be written as:

GU(QoE) =
k"

i=1

wi ∗ EU(St
i ) (5)

EU(St
i ) is computed using Eq. 3 and wi are the weights

associated with individual QoE states where
#k

i=1 wi =
1. Once the GU is computed, it is mapped onto the
interval scale as shown in Fig 6. to select the hypothesis,
a. This hypothesis is the overall QoE situation (Rt

QoE).
Algorithm 1 depicts the process of QoE measurement.

Once we have measured QoE based on the collected
user ratings in a dataset (trainingsetinitial), these QoE
values are added as a new column in the dataset. We
now call this dataset (trainingsetappend) which can be
used to create a new BN for QoE prediction on-the-fly
as presented the next section.

3.3 Quality of Experience Learning and Prediction
For QoE prediction, we again considered BNs which
involves learning the model parameters based on the
collected dataset through subjective, simulation or ex-
perimental studies. In case of laboratory environments,
users are usually guided through experiments carefully.
Thus, any chance of missing information can be kept

ALGORITHM 1: Algorithm to measure quality of
experience using CaQoEM.
Input: trainingsetinitial, context attributes (atn), QoE

states (St
n), and a bipolar interval scale.

Output: QoE rating (Rt
QoE).

1 Begin:
2 Create/learn a Bayesian network (BN1) using

domain knowledge or the initial training set
(trainingsetinitial).

3 Infer the beliefs of the BN and determine
hypotheses h ∈ H for each QoE state (St

i ).
4 Calculate the expected utility of each QoE state
EU(St

i ) using Eq. 3.
5 Map the EU(St

i ) onto the interval scale and
determine QoE for that St

i .
6 Calculate the overall QoE based a global utility
(GU(QoE)) based on Eq. 5.

7 Map the GU(QoE) on the interval scale and
determine the overall QoE situation (Rt

QoE).
8 Record the Rt

QoE and append it to trainingsetinitial
training set (as a new column) and call is
trainingsetappend.

9 End

minimal. On the other hand, in case of user tests con-
ducted in realistic user environments, users may or may
not give ratings at all times. This makes it necessary for
any methodology to deal with such cases. We deal with
such missing and uncertain information by considering
the use of expectation maximization (EM) algorithm [36]
for our BNs parameter learning.

In EM algorithm [36], there are two steps: E-step or the
expectation step and and M-step or the maximization
step. In case of complete data, it is equivalent to the
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). However, in case
of missing data, it is a generalization of MLE. The
basic idea is to find parameters (Θ) that maximizes the
logP (x;Θ) of the data that is observed such as atdelay ,
atjitter, atlocation and atpacketlosses. In case of the MLE,
one can expect to find a global optima. However, in
case of missing data, we can only find local optima. EM
divides the problem into several sub-problems such that
local optima of logP (x;Θ) can be found. In the E-step,
for each sub-problem, there is a function ft for which
optimization is done. In case of M-step, a new parameter
set (Θt+1) is considered that maximizes ft. This is done
iteratively until convergence. With our datasets, this was
achieved in a few milliseconds (discussed in section 4).

As shown in algorithms 1 and 2, once QoE is mea-
sured in terms of Rt

QoE , we append these values to
the previous training set (trainingsetinitial) and call it
trainingsetappend. Then a new BN, called BN2 is created
and is learnt via trainingsetappend. BN2 can now be
used to predict new QoE ratings on new unseen data. In
section 4.3, we show that even simpler BNs can achieve
an overall accuracy of 98.93% in multiple diverse net-
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work conditions which are typical in mobile computing
environments.

ALGORITHM 2: Quality of experience prediction
using CaQoEM.
Input: trainingsetappend.
Output: QoE rating (Rt

QoE).
1 Begin:
2 Create and learn a Bayesian network (BN2) from

the trainingsetappend dataset.
3 Enter evidence to infer and predict the overall QoE
(Rt

QoE).
4 End

4 RESULTS ANALYSIS
To validate CaQoEM, we considered a VoIP application
and performed the following tasks: 1) we developed a
number of case studies using the GeNIe 2.0 platform
[1]; 2) we conducted user tests using a real-world pro-
totype implementation; and 3) we performed extensive
simulations studies using the OPNET simulator [3]. For
results analysis, we considered the BayesNet Toolbox
[28] for MATLAB and Weka data mining toolkit [15].
From the previous sections, we conclude that there can
be complex and inter-dependent relationships between
several context attributes and QoE parameters. These re-
lationships are very difficult to determine analytically or
mathematically. In this section, we derive such relation-
ships between different QoE parameters such as “user
satisfaction” and “technology acceptance” and several
context attributes as shown in table 2. We argue that
our model is flexible to encompass a wide range of QoE
parameters and context attributes to correctly measure
and predict users’ QoE.

4.1 QoE Measurement for VoIP applications in Mo-
bile and Pervasive Computing Scenarios
4.1.1 Results analysis using synthetic data and case
studies
In this section, we show how CaQoEM can be used
for efficient QoE measurement in both laboratory and
realistic user environments. We argue that CaQoEM is
extensible as it incorporates several QoE parameters and
context attributes to measure and predict users’ QoE.
We validate our approach by considering the MOS com-
puted using the ITU-T E-Model [14] recommendation
to determine state “user satisfaction” (St

US). We also
consider state “technology acceptance” (St

TA) as another
QoE parameter to determine the overall QoE situation
(Rt

QoE ). We define “technology acceptance” (TA) in rela-
tion to “user satisfaction”(US) by using the assumption
that if a user is satisfied, he/she might be willing to
accept the technology.

We use both US and TA to show how different QoE
parameters can be used together to determine the overall
QoE of users. Indeed, using CaQoEM any other QoE

parameter can also be considered. The relationships
between QoE parameters and context attributes are de-
fined in a BN in the form of chance nodes and their
probabilities are set using the conditional probability
tables (CPTs). CPTs can be defined and set in several
ways. They can be set using the domain knowledge
provided by experts and/or learnt through the data
collected from user studies or experimentation [36], [19].
For example, data collected from user studies can be
used to learn the CPTs. On the other hand, if experts
want to add their expertise, they can manipulate the
CPTs accordingly (by setting the probabilities) and can
infer several hypotheses to reach a single (or multiple)
conclusion(s) which is not possible in other QoE mea-
surement techniques such as [10], [24], [14], [41]. This
makes BNs to be a very flexible and powerful tool for
QoE analysis, measurement and prediction

Fig. 7 shows the motivation behind selecting particular
values and ranges for codecs, packet loss and delay to
determine St

US . This graph was derived from the ITU-
T G.107 [14] and ITU-T G.113 [5] recommendations in
relation to ITU-T G.711 (shown as solid lines) and ITU-
T G.729 codecs (shown as dashed lines). Based on these
observations, we defined the ranges for all the context
attributes (see table 2) of our BN. We discretized QoS
parameters such as packet loss and delay into three
different states such as “good”, “fair” and “poor” and
considered three different possibilities for location i.e.,
“home”, “tram stop” and “office”. From Fig. 7., we
conclude that ITU-T G.711 codec performs better at 0%
packet loss than the ITU-T G.729 codec but overall, ITU-
T G.729 codec performs significantly better even in case
of “good” to “fair” packet loss and delay as compared
to ITU-T G.711 codec by imposing lower bandwidth
requirements. This is also true for the cases when “fair”
to “poor” packet loss and delay are observed. For both
codecs, bends around “fair” delay suggests that MOS
further degrades rapidly from this point onwards due
to increase in delay. Based on these observations, we set
the CPTs.

As mentioned previously, experts can add domain
knowledge in a BN to study several hypotheses. Thus,
we further manipulated the CPTs to include the effects
of location on the overall QoE based on the fact that a
change in users’ location affects their QoE [21]. In reality,
users’ location information can be gathered using GPS
sensors on their mobile phone alongside their subjective
ratings to realistically determine their QoE [12]. We
intend to study affects of location via experimentation
as a future work. For the scope of this paper, we assume
that users are more comfortable at home rather than in
their office or tram stops due to stress or background
noise which might affect their QoE. This was achieved by
assigning higher probability to home followed by tram
stop and the office to maximize the overall QoE (Rt

QoE).

In order to measure users’ QoE using CaQoEM, con-
text states St

SA and St
TA are first inferred probabilistically
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and then fused together to determine a single scalar
value or global utility GU(QoE) to determine the overall
QoE situation (Rt

QoE) as shown in the algorithm 1.
We considered Clustering algorithm [36] to infer con-
text states taking values between ’1’ and ’5’;‘1’ means
“poor”, ‘2’ means “fair”, ‘3’ means “good”, ‘4’ means
“very good” and ‘5’ means “excellent”. These values
can help the stakeholders in understanding hypotheses
such as “user satisfaction is fair” or “user is not willing
to accept the technology”. In this case, St

US can be
inferred by setting the evidence variables (e) such as
St
US = P (user satisfaction|location = “home”, delay =

“good”, packet loss = “good”).
We conducted several experiments as shown in table 3.

For the scope of this paper, we present eight cases from
a total of fourteen which show the capabilities of our
proposed approach. Consider experiment 1, where a user
is standing at the tram stop during peak morning hours.
He/she receives a call from one of their colleagues.
The mobile node gathers statistics regarding QoS con-
text parameters. For instance, “good” values for packet
losses and “good” values for delay were observed. To
determine the overall QoE situation (Rt

QoE), St
US and

St
TA were inferred. Our algorithm predicted “very good”

and “excellent” for St
US with probabilities 0.10 and 0.90.

In case of St
TA, the algorithm predicted “very good”,

“good” and “fair” with probabilities 0.25, 0.50 and 0.25,
respectively. We considered Eqs. 2 to 5 to determine
Rt

QoE . For context state, “user satisfaction”, the expected
utility EU(St

US) was computed as 0.9750. As EU(St
US)

was 0.9750 and in the range [0.8751:1], the St
US was "ex-

cellent" (see Fig 6). To validate that it is a correct result,
there are two conditions: 1) the value should lie between
0.75 (“very good”) and 1 (“excellent”) as the beliefs for
only two outcomes were inferred; and 2) it should be
very close to 1 as 90% of users selected “excellent” and
10% selected “very good” as an outcome i.e., most (90%)
of the users are inclined towards “excellent” or ‘1’ (on the
interval scale. See Fig. 6). As EU(St

US) is in the correct
range and is very close to ‘1’, St

US as “excellent” is a
correct result.

Similarly, for context state, technology acceptance,
EU(St

TA) was computed as 0.5000. Once we determined
all QoE states, the overall QoE situation (Rt

QoE) was
determined. We used Eq. 5 for this. The idea is to have a
single scalar value that can be used by the stakeholders
to make informed decisions regarding problems such
as customer churn management, network optimization
and codec engineering. Eq. 5 considers a linear weighted
sum of each QoE parameter to compute the global utility
that can be mapped easily on the interval scale. For the
sake of brevity, we consider equal weights of 0.50 for
each QoE state. Thus, the global utility is calculated as
0.7375. After GU(QoE) is calculated, it is mapped onto
the interval scale to determine Rt

QoE . In this particular
example, it is determined as “very good”. Fig. 8 shows
the screenshot of this example implemented in the GeNIe
platform [1].

Consider experiment 2 (shown in table 3), where a user
uses a VoIP application at a “tram stop” and the mobile
node observes “poor” packet loss and delay values. In
this case, the overall QoE was “poor” with GU(QoE)
calculated as ’0’ which was correctly determined by the
model as all the users gave “poor” ratings for both St

US
and St

TA. Hence the EU in both cases was 0 leading to
GU(QoE) as 0. This is an extreme case which shows the
worst QoE is correctly mapped to 0. Similarly, consider
experiment 3 where a user is sitting at his/her home
and is relaxed. The observed packet loss and delay were
mostly “good” while using the ITU-T G.729 codec. In this
case, the Rt

QoE was measured as “very good”. Similarly,
we conducted several other experiments as shown in
table 3 to evaluate our proposed approach. These exper-
iments validate that CaQoEM correctly measures users’
QoE. The correctness of the results was demonstrated
by first considering the extreme cases such as case 6
and case 2 where the maximum and minimum GU(QoE)
were derived in case of best and worst QoS conditions
at different user locations. We then considered other
cases to infer and measure QoE with different parameter
settings and outcomes.

4.1.2 Results analysis based on user studies/subjective
tests

Method

We recruited 29 participants from diverse backgrounds
to assess VoIP call quality for two different codecs (ITU-
T G.722 wideband codec (WB) and ITU-T G.711 narrow-
band (NB) codec) under several network impairments
which are typical in mobile computing scenarios. These
network impairments include: 0%, 5%, 10% and 20%
packet losses and horizontal handoffs. All the partici-
pants were fluent in English language. There were 26
male and 3 female participants working at the Depart-
ment of Computer Science, Electrical and Space Engi-
neering at Luleå University of Technology, Sweden. The
choice of the number of participants for the subjective
study was based on studies presented in the state-of-the-
art [33], [9], [41]. For example, Wu et al. [41] considered
sixteen users for subjective and objective tests. Pinson
et al. [33] suggests that subjects (users) greater than 24
are sufficient for conducting subjective tests based on
ordinal scale.

The average age of all participants was 31.24 years.
The age of users may or may not affect their QoE
depending on whether ‘age’ is included as a context
attribute in a BN model. To verify this hypothesis, sub-
jective tests involving a number of users with different
age would be required. The BN model would then be
learnt and conclusions regarding QoE may be drawn.
For instance, if the parent node in a BN, say ‘age’ affects
the probability distribution of the child node ‘QoE’. It
means age affects users’ QoE, otherwise it does not. In
the user studies, we do not consider ‘age’ as a context
attribute. However, CaQoEM can easily incorporate ‘age’
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as a context attribute and others mentioned in table 1 to
model, measure and predict users’ QoE.

We created a simple web interface where users could
login, listen to the speech samples and then give their
ratings on the ordinal scale of 1 to 5. On this scale,
‘1’ means “poor”, ‘2’ means “fair”, ‘3’ means “good”,
‘4’ means “very good” and ‘5’ means “excellent”. For
this study, we considered “office context” where the
participants were asked to perform the test in their office
using the web interface.

Testbed setup
To assess VoIP call quality, we developed a VoIP-based
testbed comprising of two PCs and a Netem [2] enabled
router as shown in Fig. 9. We used speech samples avail-
able from the ITU-T P.50 database [6] and used PJSIP
VoIP application [4] on the correspondent node (CN)
and the mobile node (MN). PJSIP enables automatic
voice play and recording functionality and supports
numerous NB and WB codec. To prepare speech samples
for user tests, we introduced impairments such as 0%,
5%, 10% and 20% packet losses and horizontal handoffs
using Netem daemon running on the router during an
active VoIP session. Netem can emulate delay, packet
loss, packet duplication and packet reordering. In our
testbed, we introduced random packet losses directly
using Netem’s commands and by not emulating the
packet losses through bandwidth restriction between
MN and the CN. This is because Netem is capable of
generating realistic packet losses in a controlled manner
thereby eliminating the need for packet loss generation
without bandwidth restriction.

As can be seen in Fig. 9, VoIP calls were initiated from
a CN towards the MN. During the call, packet losses (PL)
were randomly generated. Further, horizontal handoffs
were introduced in the middle of a VoIP call by varying
the Netem setup. The calls were then recorded at the MN
in the form of degraded speech samples. Once all speech
samples were generated for both codecs related to all
network impairments, we then asked the participants to
listen to these voice samples via a simple web interface.
The ratings provided by the participants were stored in
the MySql database.

Results analysis
Fig. 10 presents the results related to user studies for
VoIP application employing a NB and a WB codec. In
this figure, cases 1 to 5 are for the NB codec and cases
6 to 10 represent the results for WB codec. Cases 1 and
6 with 0% PL provide best user satisfaction followed by
cases related to 5% PL, 10% PL, horizontal handoff and
20% PL, respectively. In all cases, WB codec gives best
user satisfaction. In particular, for the best case scenario
with 0% PL, most of the users selected the maximum
achievable score of ’5’ with probability 0.59. However,
in case of the NB codec with 0% packet loss, only 3% of
the users selected ‘5’ while 41% of the users selected ‘4’.

After all user ratings were collected, we then trained
a BN to measure QoE using CaQoEM. An important
aspect to consider for QoE measurement using BNs is
whether to select an outcome based on maximum a
posteriori (MAP). For example, consider a case where
we have 10 outcomes in which six users gave ‘5’ to
call quality and four users gave ‘4’ to call quality. From
probabilistic point of view, the MAP based outcome is ‘5’
with probability 0.60. This assumption will be incorrect
especially when the data is scarce. This will be true for
methods proposed in [24], [35] where the authors consid-
ered MAP based QoE measurement and prediction. To
deal with this problem, we proposed a decision-theoretic
approach where rather than selecting an outcome with
MAP, we consider a QoE value that considers all the
ratings taken together i.e., we find an alternative that
“best describes” the underlying QoE ratings. This is done
via considering all the QoE ratings together to determine
a single scalar value rather than just selecting the most
likely outcome based on highest probability. This scalar
value is then mapped to the interval scale to determine a
final outcome. This outcome is then associated with the
collected dataset to perform prediction as shown in the
next section.

Fig. 10 shows the probability distribution for all cases.
As shown in Fig. 10(a), for case 1, the MAP based QoE
outcome would be “very good” or ‘4’. For case 2, it
would be “fair” (’2’), followed by “fair” (’2’), “poor”
(’1’) and “good” (’3’) for cases 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
Compared to random neural networks and decision
trees based methods [24], [35], we assert that selecting
MAP based QoE may not yield correct results as there
are other outcomes which are also very close to each
other. For example, in case 2 (Fig. 10(a)), alternatives
“very good” and “good” are very close with probabilities
0.41 and 0.45. Also, alternatives “excellent” and “poor”
are equally likely. Thus, to deal with uncertainty and
imprecision in QoE measurement, it therefore makes
sense to consider all user ratings together to determine a
single most likely alternative by considering uncertainty
regarding underlying probability distribution.

In case of ITU-T Recommendations such as ITU-T
G.107 [14] and P.800 [30], mean of user choices is taken.
As discussed in the previous section, this method is not
appropriate as the users have no idea between the rela-
tive distance between the outcomes as their ratings are
subjective rather than objective in nature [16]. To tackle
the problem of mapping subjective outcomes to objective
outcomes, we consider a bipolar scale and linear scale
transformation method where the distance between the
outcomes are determined by the experts. In most cases,
the distance between the outcomes are considered equal.
Thus, in this paper we use this method to measure users’
QoE and show that it reaches towards selecting correct
alternatives. In user studies, we considered packet losses
to determine users QoE in the form of user satisfaction.
Thus, we aim to find EU(St

QoE) as in Eq. 3.
Consider case 1 (Fig. 10(a)) which is the best case
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scenario for NB codec with 0% PL. Most users selected
‘4’ as the outcome with probability 0.41 followed by
selecting the outcomes ‘3’, ‘2’ and ‘1’ with probabilities
0.34, 0.21 and 0, respectively. Surprisingly, only 3% of the
users selected ‘5’ as the outcome. It is interesting to note
that the user ratings in this case were widely distributed
between ‘5’ and ‘2’. Thus, the GU(QoE) was calculated as
0.5690. Mapping this value on the interval scale (shown
in Fig. 6), the overall QoE (Rt

QoE) was determined as
“good”. In case 8 (Fig. 10b), we observed that 59% of
the users selected ‘2’ as the outcome. 31% users selected
‘3’ followed by 7% selecting ‘1’ and 3% selecting ‘4’ as
the outcome. The GU(QoE) calculated in this case was
0.3276 which means overall QoE is “fair”.

Consider case 9 (Fig. 10(b)) as the worst case scenario
for the WB codec. In this case, most of the users selected
‘1’ as the outcome with probability 0.62 followed by ‘2’
with probability 0.28 and ‘3’ with probability 0.10. Thus,
the GU(QoE) was calculated as 0.1207. As this value is
in the range: [0:0.1250], the overall QoE was “poor”. In
this case, we can observe that 38% of the users gave
ratings better than “poor”. Thus, this value lies closer to
the middle of “poor” and “fair” but is more weighted
towards “poor”. Thus, “poor” was correctly selected as
the outcome. Similarly, we calculated QoE for all the
cases for both NB and WB codecs as shown in table 4.

It is worth mentioning here that the QoE in case of
horizontal handoffs (cases 5 and 10) is relatively high
for both NB and WB codecs and is equivalent to 5% PL
for both codecs. This is mainly due to the fact that our
subjective tests were one-way tests similar to [26] where
users only listened to the voice conversation. In case of
two-way or conversational tests, we expect lower QoE
ratings in case of horizontal tests. Based on the results
presented in table 4, we assert that packet losses upto 5%
should be the limit for NB codec while for WB codec, that
limit is about 10%. The results in this section validate that
CaQoEM correctly measures users’ QoE. The correctness
of the results was again demonstrated by considering
extreme cases such as cases 1, 6, 4 and 9 where maximum
and minimum GU(QoE) values were correctly computed
corresponding to the type of network impairment.

Discussion and Lessons Learnt
In this section, we demonstrated the measurement ca-
pability of CaQoEM with case studies and subjective
tests. We discussed that if the data is scarce or is
plagued with variability and uncertainty, imprecision in
QoE measurement results can occur. This can be due to
wrong predictions made by any machine learning based
methods. It can also be caused by selecting an alternative
based on maximum a posteriori (MAP) hypothesis as in
[24]. CaQoEM solves this problem by finding the overall
QoE situation (Rt

QoE) that best describes the underlying
data by considering all the outcomes provided by users
and selecting a single scalar value that determines the
overall QoE. This is achieved by first inferring the QoE

states probabilistically based on subjective user ratings.
These subjective ratings are then quantified as expected
utilities based on utility theory and the interval scale.
Then each QoE state is mapped on the interval scale to
select the most appropriate QoE rating (Rt

QoE). We must
stress here that using our method, stakeholders can use
any type of scale. For example, a scale with range: [-5:+5]
or a scale with range: [0:100] to determine users’ QoE as
a single scalar value by setting utilities according to their
requirements.

In all, CaQoEM offers several advantages: 1) It pro-
vides a naturalistic way to define relationships between
context attributes and QoE states for efficient context-
aware QoE modelling and measurement. 2) It facilitates
graceful context addition and removal to model, measure
and predict the users’ QoE. 3) It easily incorporates
domain/experts knowledge for QoE inference. 4) It han-
dles uncertainty and imprecision regarding users’ QoE
ratings in an efficient and unbiased manner. 5) It maps
several QoE states and context attributes to measure
users’ QoE on a single scale.

4.2 Evaluating QoE for VoIP Applications in Mobile
and Pervasive Computing Scenarios
Previous section presented results related to QoE mea-
surement. In this section, we study how QoE measured
by CaQoEM can be used to perform prediction in mo-
bile computing scenarios where mobility poses serious
challenges to users’ QoE due to impairments such as
handoffs and wireless signal fading. In this section, we
first study the impact of these impairments on VoIP
application and then study how BNs can be used to
predict users’ QoE with high accuracy. We also discuss in
detail two different types of BNs that can be employed
by the stakeholders to measure and predict users’ QoE.
We consider several scenarios such as wireless signal
fading, varying traffic load, and vertical handoffs in IEEE
802.11 WLAN network environments as shown in Fig.11.

We considered VoIP application that can use both ITU-
T G.711 and ITU-T G.729 voice codecs. To determine
“user satisfaction” (St

US) on the scale of 1 to 5, we
considered the ITU-T E-Model [14]. Where ’1’ means
“poor”, ’2’ means “fair”, ’3’ means “good”, ’4’ means
“very good” and ’5’ means “excellent”, respectively.
Indeed, our model competes directly against the ITU-
T E-Model but in order to test the measurement and
prediction capability of our proposed method under
diverse network conditions, we find the output of ITU-T
E-Model to be sufficient for our purposes as it consider
non-linearity in delay and packet loss impairments to
output the MOS. Further, using OPNET simulator [3],
we can generate different datasets for several scenarios
based on realistic simulation setup and assumptions.
Using our studies, we gather that CaQoEM is both
space and time efficient and can be used in scenarios
where correct QoE predictions are required on-the-fly.
Using CaQoEM, the applications do not have to perform
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expensive calculations to obtain MOS using the ITU-
T E-Model yet resulting in significant QoE prediction
accuracy.

4.2.1 Wireless signal fading in IEEE 802.11g WLAN
In case of wireless signal fading in IEEE 802.11g WLAN,
a mobile node (MN) moved out of the coverage area of
an access point (AP) while having a voice conversation
with the correspondent node (CN). In this scenario, we
only wanted to determine the effects of mobility on voice
conversation. Thus, we do not consider any background
network traffic. The call length was assumed to be 30
seconds after which the MN moved out of the coverage
area of the AP and the call was dropped. Fig.11(a) shows
the targeted scenario. As soon as the MN reached a
certain signal to noise ratio (SNR) threshold (14dB), the
MOS suddenly dropped from 3.6 to 1. The cause of
the sudden drop in the MOS can be attributed to the
sudden rise in network delay due to extremely low SNR
values. The end-to-end delay increased suddenly from
0.060 milliseconds (ms) approx. to 1 second (sec) approx
for both codecs.

4.2.2 Vertical handoffs in vehicular networks using Mo-
bile IPv6
We considered vertical handoffs between two WLAN
networks at low vehicular speeds (10 km/hr). We used
Mobile IPv6 [20] mobility management protocol. A ve-
hicle carrying a MN moved from one WLAN network
to another. The MN then went through handoffs (shown
in Fig. 11(b)). In this case, the delay caused by handoff
was quite low at 108 ms with average packet loss ratio
of 10.05% and 7.61% for ITU-T G.711 and ITU-T G.729
codecs, respectively. These statistics are fairly typical
in case of hard handoffs where connection from one
network is lost so that a MN can attach itself to a new
network. We assumed that handoffs occurs at the middle
of a voice call. In reality, location of handoff within a call
can have different impact in users’ QoE [26].

4.2.3 IEEE 802.11b WLAN network congestion
To determine the effects of wireless network congestion
on the voice quality, we used the IEEE 802.11b WLAN.
We studied how MOS varies with an increase in network
traffic load on the access point (AP). To saturate an AP,
we set up three wireless nodes to generate background
UDP traffic as shown in Fig. 11(c). The maximum achiev-
able bit rate was approximately 5Mb/s after which the
AP dropped all packets due to buffer overflow. All three
nodes generated 175 packets per second towards the
CN. Once the network reached the steady state, the MN
initiated a call to the CN and calculated the required
statistics. In this case, we set the call duration to 16
minutes and calculated the average statistics. From these
statistics, we gather that in case of heavy UDP traffic,
end-to-end delay causes MOS to vary. We observed that
overall packet loss rate and jitter were close to 0 for both
codecs. The average MOS for ITU-T G.711 codec was 2.06
and 2.41 for ITU-T G.711 codec, respectively.

4.2.4 Normal hotspot network traffic
In this case we considered the IEEE 802.11g WLAN
where the MN enjoyed near perfect voice call with ex-
tremely low delay and jitter. Fig.11(d) shows the targeted
scenario. Two MNs generate approximately 4 Mb/s of
background UDP network traffic towards the CN. After
sometime, a voice call was established between the CN
and the MN. As the amount of traffic generated was
not enough to cause congestion, the VoIP call enjoyed
very low delays and close to zero jitter and packet losses.
Hence, the average MOS calculated was greater than 3
for both codecs. Tables 5 and 6 show the results related
to all the scenarios for both codecs.

4.3 Quality of Experience Prediction in Mobile Com-
puting Scenarios
A BN for QoE measurement and prediction can be
created in many ways. We can create a BN by creating
’arcs’ between all context attributes and QoE parame-
ters. We can then learn the BN parameters from the
collected data. Using Eq. 2, any query in the BN can
be answered in a straightforward manner. By using
inference algorithms such as variable elimination and
junction tree [36], we can determine hypotheses about
users’ QoE efficiently. Fig. 12(a) and 12(b) shows two
BNs for QoE prediction based on noisy-OR model and
naive Bayes’ model [19], [36]. One of the simplest BN
is the naive Bayes’ network model (NBN) as shown in
Fig. 12(b) where all the observations or context attributes
are conditionally independent given an outcome such as,
QoE is “excellent”. Thus, we have a generative model in
the form of:

P (Rt
QoE |atn) = P (Rt

QoE)
!

n

P (atn|Rt
QoE) (6)

In some cases, the independence assumption regarding
context attributes to determine QoE may be too strict. In
this model, the observations are assumed to the discrete
i.e., atdelay , atjitter and atpacketlosses are discretized into
finite states. Another form of NBN is the Gaussian naive
Bayes (GNB) which assumes the observations or context
attributes are represented by Gaussian distribution. This
model can handle continuous observations directly with-
out the need for discretization.

Another simple model as shown in Fig. 12(a) is the
noisy-OR model or the discriminative model. This model
is used to predict the QoE state directly from the given
observations i.e., P (Rt

QoE |atn). For a hybrid BNs (HBN)
with continuous and discrete nodes, one has to use the
logistic or softmax distribution to perform inference. The
logistic function is written as:

P (R = ri|at1, ..., atn) =
exp(bi + Σn

l=1w
i
l
atl)

Σm
j=1exp(b

j + Σn
l=1w

j
l a

t
l)

(7)

Eq. 7 defines a softmax model, which is similar to
performing multinomial logistic regression when contin-
uous nodes (atn) are the parents of the discrete nodes
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(R). An important property here is that in a softmax
model, stakeholders can add domain knowledge which
is not possible in simple logistic regression. In this
model, parent nodes are defined usually as Gaussian
distribution for continuous attributes such as atbandwidth
and conditional probability tables (CPT) are defined for
discrete nodes such as atlocation. The CPDs of the children
nodes such as St

US is defined as the softmax nodes as
St
US is measured on the ordinal scale. There are various

other ways to construct a BN which is out of the scope of
this paper. Indeed, we will show that how these simple
models can predict QoE very.

For each aforementioned scenario, we collected results
based on 125 simulation runs with different random
seeds in OPNET network simulator [3]. We obtained 2
datasets related to both ITU-T G.711 (dataset 1) and ITU-
T G.729 (datset 2) codecs. In both datasets, we had 500
training cases each representing results related to diverse
network conditions. Tables 7 and 8 shows the statistics
related to all the parameters in both datasets. We then
trained our BNs to predict users’ QoE. For training the
model parameters, we use the expectation maximization
(EM) algorithm [36]. We used Bayes Net Toolbox for
MATLAB (BNT) [28] for analyzing the HBN and used
Weka data mining software [15] for analyzing NBN and
GNB models. Both datasets were complete with no miss-
ing values. Hence, EM reduced to maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE) as in the supervised learning case. As
we are dealing with learning and prediction in case of
BNs, the best approach for their evaluation is to perform
cross validation where the idea is to estimate models
prediction accuracy by keeping aside some fraction of
the training data for learning. The remaining data is
used as the test data for which hypothesis of the states
are inferred [36]. We used 10-fold cross validation for
checking models prediction accuracy.

Tables 9 and 10 show the prediction accuracy for
both datasets. As can be observed, all three types of
BNs give excellent prediction accuracy based on 10-fold
cross validation. Even these simple BNs (Fig. 12(a) and
Fig. 12(b)) were able to correctly predict users’ QoE
with an overall average accuracy of 98.93%. In dataset
1, both generative (NBN and GNB) and discriminative
(HBN) BNs perform well with all three BNs achieving a
prediction accuracy greater than 98%. In case of dataset
2, HBN performs marginally better than GNB and NBN
with prediction accuracy of 99.80%. NBN and GNB both
achieved prediction accuracy of 98.60%, respectively. A
prediction accuracy of greater than 95% was achieved in
all cases which is an excellent result.

Discussion and Lessons Learnt
From results presented in this section, we conclude that
BNs can be used for accurate QoE prediction. From
implementation perspective, both discriminative and
generative BNs work well on our data sets. However,
generative or discriminative BNs may outperform each
other in different cases. In such a scenario, a BN should

be chosen which provides better prediction accuracy.
Applications can be developed with ease, that take the
available datasets as input and automatically output the
correct QoE measurements by selecting an optimal BN,
for example, using Weka [15] or GeNIe APIs [1]. It is
worth noting that more objective and subjective param-
eters can be added and deleted as the per the stakehold-
ers’ requirements and BNs can easily accommodate such
changes while maintaining low complexity and higher
accuracy. These BNs can also be applied directly to real-
time applications and protocols for dynamic network
selection and codec change. Inference time is less than
50 milliseconds for NBN and GNB and around 120
milliseconds for HBN which also include learning the
model parameters.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented a novel context-aware approach
called CaQoEM for context-aware quality of experience
(QoE) modelling, measurement and prediction. CaQoEM
incorporates several context attributes and QoE param-
eters to measure and predict users’ QoE under uncer-
tainty using Bayesian networks, utility theory and a
bipolar scale. Our results comprising of case studies and
user evaluations show that CaQoEM can efficiently mea-
sure QoE based on multiple QoE parameters and con-
text attributes. Using simulation studies, we study VoIP
applications under multiple diverse network conditions
such as vertical handoffs, network congestion and wire-
less signal fading which are prevalent in mobile comput-
ing systems. We show that CaQoEM efficiently learns
and predicts QoE using BNs and achieves an overall
prediction accuracy of 98.93%. We believe CaQoEM can
benefit stakeholders such as network operators, codec
engineers or application designers who are interested
in modelling, measuring and predicting users’ QoE. In
the future, we will incorporate CaQoEM for network
churn management. Further, we will conduct several
longitudinal users studies using CaQoEM.
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Supplementary Material: Figures and Tables

✦

Fig. 1. Our high-level approach for QoE measurement
and dissemination to relevant stakeholders.

Fig. 2. Context Spaces Model for QoE modelling.

Fig. 3. Bayesian network representation of context
spaces model.

Fig. 4. A Bayesian network for QoE inference and predic-
tion.

Fig. 5. A Bayesian network (BN1) and utility nodes
(shown as diamond nodes) to determine context states
such as “user satisfaction” and “technology acceptance”
and the situation state (QoE).

Fig. 6. The interval scale for QoE measurement.
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Fig. 7. Performance of ITU-T G.711 and ITU-T G.729
codecs under different packet losses and delay.

Fig. 8. Screenshot of CaQoEM implemented in GeNIe
platform.

Fig. 9. Testbed setup for user experiments. Netem en-
abled router is used to introduce network impairments
such as packet losses.

Fig. 10. Distribution of user preferences for narrowband
and wideband codecs with several network impairments.

Please see figure 11 on the next page.

Fig. 12. Bayesian networks for QoE measurement and
prediction. a.) A noisy-OR model. b.) A naive Bayes
model.

Fig. 13. Possible complex relationships between QoE pa-
rameters and context attributes and among QoE parame-
ters themselves. Grey ovals represent QoE parameters
and white ovals represent context attributes. Attributes
such as “bandwidth”, “mood” and “people nearby” are
secondary context attributes which are determined based
on primary context attributes such as “blood pressure”
and “location”.
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Fig. 11. Multiple scenarios which impact QoE related to multimedia applications such as VoIP.

TABLE 1
Context attributes related to user, device, application and

network for modelling, measuring and predicting QoE.

Type Context parameters
User and user
environment

location, temperature, heart rate,
eye movement, amount of sweat,
social context, people nearby,
light, background noise, age,
gender

Tool/device/
object

screen size, design layout,
resolution, general intuitiveness,
buttons placement, input/output
methods, appeal, usability

Application type, requirements
Network type, bandwidth, delay, jitter,

packet loss, RTT, packet loss burst
size, protocols used, received
signal strength, congestion levels

TABLE 2
Context attributes (atn)and their ranges.

atn value range
codec ITU-T G.711 and ITU-T G.729

packet losses good (0%-5%), fair (5%-7%) and
poor (7%-10%)

delay good (0ms-150ms), fair (150
ms-300ms) and poor (>300ms)

location home, tram stop, office

Please see table 3 on the next page.

TABLE 4
Overall QoE determined by CaQoEM for user studies.

Cases GU(QoE) Rt
QoE

1.) ITU-T G711 with 0% PL 0.5690 good
2.) ITU-T G711 with 5% PL 0.3707 fair
3.) ITU-T G711 with 10% PL 0.2155 fair
4.) ITU-T G711 with 20% PL 0.0948 poor
5.) ITU-T G711 with handoff 0.3362 fair
6.) ITU-T G722 with 0% PL 0.8707 very good
7.) ITU-T G722 with 5% PL 0.5431 good
8.) ITU-T G722 with 10% PL 0.3276 fair
9.) ITU-T G722 with 20% PL 0.1207 poor

10.) ITU-T G722 with handoff 0.5172 good

Please see tables 5, 6 and 8 on the next page.

TABLE 7
Statistics related to all the parameters in the dataset 1.

atn Min. value Max. value Mean Std. dev
adelay 68 ms 671 ms 172 ms 146 ms
ajitter 0 ms 3 ms 1 ms 1 ms

apacketloss 2.5 % 25.40% 2.5% 4.6%
SUS 1 4 - -
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TABLE 3
Observed context parameters with probabilities. Final QoE utility value GU(QoE) is calculated and is mapped onto

the bipolar interval scale to determine the overall QoE situation (Rt
QoE).

Exp
No.

Codecs (probability) Packet loss
(probability)

delay
(probability)

location (probability) GU(QoE) Rt
QoE

1. ITU-T G.711 (1) good (1) good (1) tram stop (1) 0.7375 very good
2. ITU-T G.711 (1) poor (1) poor (1) tram stop (1) 0 poor
3. ITU-T G.729 (1) good (0.90), fair

(0.10), poor (0)
good (0.60), fair
(0.25),
poor (0.15)

home (1) 0.6768 very good

4. ITU-T G.729 (1) fair (1) fair (1) home (1) 0.5000 good
5. ITU-T G.729 (1) poor (1) poor (1) tram stop (1) 0.0062 poor
6. ITU-T G.711 (1) good (1) good (1) home (1) 0.9750 excellent
7. ITU-T G.711 (1) good (0.20), fair

(0.60),
poor (0.20)

good (0.30), fair
(0.30),
poor (0.40)

tram stop(1) 0.1847 fair

8. ITU-T G.729 (1) good (0.80), fair
(0.20), poor (0)

good (0.40), fair
(0.30),
poor (0.30)

office (1) 0.5616 good

TABLE 5
Cumulative results related to all the scenarios for ITU-T G.711 voice codec.

Scenario Avg. delay (ms) Avg. PLR (%) Avg jitter (ms) Avg. E-Model MOS
Network congestion 414 0.03 0 2.06

Signal fading 93 0 0.06 3.59
Vertical handoff 108 10.05 0 2.75

Normal hotspot traffic 71 0 0 3.62

TABLE 6
Cumulative results related to all the scenarios for ITU-T G.729 voice codec.

Scenario Avg. delay (ms) Avg. PLR (%) Avg. jitter (ms) Avg E-Model MOS
Network congestion 170 0 0 2.41

Signal fading 92 0 0.02 3.00
Vertical handoff 108 7.61 0 2.50

Normal hotspot traffic 70 0 0 3.01

TABLE 8
Statistics related to all the parameters in the dataset 2.

atn Min.
value

Max.
value

Mean Std.
dev

adelay 67
ms

374
ms

109 ms 41
ms

ajitter -1 ms 3 ms 1 ms 1 ms
apacketloss 0 % 20.5% 1.9% 3.7%

SUS 1 3 - -

TABLE 9
Prediction accuracy of NBN, GNB and HBN for voice

quality measurement for dataset 1.

Bayesian network type prediction
accuracy (%)

Naive Bayes Network (NBN) 99
Gaussian Naive Bayes Network (GNB) 98.40

Hybrid Bayesian Network (HBN) 99.20

TABLE 10
Prediction accuracy of NBN, GNB and HBN for voice

quality measurement for dataset 2.

Bayesian network type prediction
accuracy (%)

Naive Bayes Network (NBN) 98.60
Gaussian Naive Bayes Network (GNB) 98.60

Hybrid Bayesian Network (HBN) 99.80


